Glatiramer acetate-reactive T cells produce brain-derived neurotrophic factor.
Experimental and MRI evidence suggest that glatiramer acetate's (Copaxone) therapeutic effect in multiple sclerosis (MS) could be mediated by anti-inflammatory GA-reactive Th2 cells that enter the brain, cross-react with myelin antigens, and produce bystander suppression. Furthermore, a neuroprotective effect, possibly mediated by neurotrophic factors such as BDNF, has been suggested based on experimental evidence in animal models, and the observation that inflammatory cells can elaborate BDNF. Therefore, we examined BDNF production in 73 GA, 13 MBP, and 22 TT-reactive short-term T-cell lines from 12 MS patients treated with GA. Ten of 73 GA-TCL (14%), 1 of the MBP-TCL (3%), and 2 of the TT-TCL (9%) produced BDNF levels two standard deviations above the mean levels produced by resting TCL. RT-PCR analysis confirmed BDNF expression in some GA- and MBP-reactive TCL. The mean BDNF level produced by GA-TCL was significantly higher than that for MBP-TCL, or TT-TCL when lines originating from the same patients were compared (P=0.033). All 10 high BDNF-producing GA-reactive TCL were Th2-biased as determined by the IL-5/IFN-gamma levels ratio. A positive correlation was observed between BDNF and IL-5 (Th2 indicator) (P=0.006) but not with IFN-gamma Th1 indicator) levels in GA-TCL derived from MS patients during but not pre-treatment. We conclude that while BDNF production by T cells is not antigen-specific, GA-reactive TCL are more likely to produce BDNF, and to be Th2-biased.